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Detroit-based consultancy delivers solutions to Ford, FCA,
and GM designed to enhance the cultural-shaping, process

DETROIT, MI, UNITED STATES, March 10, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Kiara Thomas, CEO of Quality
Resolution Systems, LLC, says it's time to take the automotive
industry to a new level, her publicist announced today. The
Detroit consulting firm says enhanced, supplier
interconnectivity and reshaping of the current culture could expedite new vehicle releases, increase
profits, and more.

Quality Resolution Systems, LLC maintains that auto engineers, suppliers, tiered suppliers, and sub-
suppliers are in need of a solution that solidifies functionality, complex mechanics and features of
each unit that comes off the line.
Thomas says that currently, the supplier teams are not seamlessly fulfilling the strategy and
execution, and that ought to be the collective goal.

Kiara Thomas explained why providing solutions to automotive supplier development teams and
customers' experience are crucial in keeping buyers satisfied longer, and retaining them for future
purchases.

"Communication is imperative when assimilating vehicle systems, but it entails more than just the
designing capabilities of your supplier. You must also know some technological traditions must
permeate the culture of each organization."
Thomas believes that by addressing supplier inefficiencies, her Detroit-based consultancy can deliver
solutions to Ford, FCA, and GM that enhance the cultural-shaping, process.

"Quality Resolution Systems, LLC aims to eliminate real-world challenges. Last month, a consumer
took to facebook and shared that she waited two months after ordering tires," stated Publicist, Fran
Briggs. "Quality Resolution Systems, LLC, is positioned to rectify the suppliers and manufacturer,
connection."

ABOUT QUALITY RESOLUTION SYSTEMS, LLC 
Quality Resolution Systems, LLC is a Detroit quality management systems-based start-up company
dedicated to bridge functional gaps between corporate and support location operations. QRS works
to advance diverse industries through the development of people, processes, and product with the
aim of creating a more structured, efficient, and operative workplace. Kiara Thomas, CEO of Quality
Resolution Systems, LLC, is also a blogger for with MICHauto, Michigan Auto. For more information,
visit http://www.qualityresolutionsyst.com
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